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ordinary community will ever be.

There is someting about free enterprise, something about that system in

which a man has what he produces, x results in roducing more for the whole

rn±x community. Now, inevitably, when xx you introduce

this Marxist system, you have to have a dictator. It comes out in Stanley

Jones' writings, where he admits it. They whoiwill not fall in line with

the system, they simply won't eat. rx There is a dictatorship, there

is a compulsion. and under the

Russian system you see what that compulsion amaunts to. I am amazed how

many people know practicaly nothing about what the Rxxxtnxxx RussianØ

system is doing.

The Rinax Russian system means that they come at 3 in the morning and

drag you out of your bed and shake you awake, simply because you are sus

pected of not being enthusiastic as youx±gkx might be toward it. You are

suspected of having ideas which aren't in line with it. It is necessary

to work the xjx system. font' blame it on the cruelty of the leaders.

B1am it on the system. It is that which is natural to the system, it

Os the only way they can make the system work, and it is working well as

preparation for war, but not as a means of bringing happiness to its people.

I hate to ax hear some talk about the R±axxTx Russians. Oh, if

tie Russians come, what are the Russians going to do. I hate that. In my

opinion the ± Russians are as fine a people as

tiere are on the face of the earth. And I am convinced of this, that 95%

of the people of Russia, if they had a chance to speak,today, what they

really want, would throw out the gang of thugs that is holding them in

subjection. And any RKia Russian, who has ever spent a week in western

Europe, or in the United States, can think of nothing finer

than to get out of Russia in the present conditions and get to a free nation.

And there is abundant evidence of that fact. The poor Russians are held

under a tyranny, a terrible tyranny, and the World Council of Churches would

like to fashion a similar tyranny upon the rest of us.
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